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UAE TEAM
EMIRATES’
ALEXANDER
KRISTOFF
NARROWLY
MISSES OUT ON
A STAGE WIN IN
A TIGHT SPRINT
FINISH

Martin retains Top 10 in General
Classification as late puncture
hampers stage 14

Katie Archibald closes BeNe
Ladies Tour with third place
overall

Did you know that..
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UAE Team Emirates’ Alexander
Kristoff narrowly misses out
on a stage win in a tight sprint finish
UAE Team Emirates set off amongst a depleted peloton of 154 riders
for Stage 13 today, taking on a flat
169.5km route from Bourg d’Oisans to Valence. It was a day for the
sprinters – who had survived the
Alps – to demonstrate their power,
and a day for the GC contenders
to stay safe and minimise any time
loss. Alexander Kristoff did the team
jersey proud with a powerful sprint
into the wind that earned him a respectable second place finish.

Commenting on his sprint finish
Alexander Kristoff said: “I had a
good finish, but unfortunately it was
not enough. I tried to keep Sagan
behind me, but he’s an unbelievable
guy. He’s beaten me like this before and did it again today so I am of
course disappointed. I timed my attack perfectly and kept my pace until the finish line, but he [Sagan] was
just faster.“

Martin retains Top 10 in General
Classification as late puncture
hampers stage 14
UAE Team Emirates’ Dan Martin
suffered a puncture in the final kilometer of Stage 14, hampering the
Irishman’s chances of keeping with
the General Classification (GC) contenders as they crossed the line.
However, despite the bad luck, Martin retained his position in the top 10
of the overall GC standings, falling
just one place to tenth.
The race was won by Omar Fraile
(Astana Pro Team), who put in a late
attack to take home his fir ever Tour

victory. Commenting on the race,
Dan Martin said: “It was the worst
moment possible (to get a puncture before the climb). Either side of
the road there was a lot of gravel
and we were riding on the side of
the road, it was a risk and it happened, but there is nothing you can
do. That’s just the way it is. It was
a hard start and everybody knew it
was going to go on to the smaller
roads and no one panicked. It was a
really strange day.”

Katie Archibald closes BeNe
Ladies Tour with third place overall
Wiggle High5 Pro Cycling’s Katie
Archibald has finished the BeNe
Ladies Tour with third place overall,
having won the opening prologue
on Thursday and losing out only to
bonus seconds on the stage finish
lines. The 24-year-old Scot tried a final kilometre attack, in an attempt to
escape the peloton, but was pulled
back before the finish. The race was
won by European Champion Marianne Vos (Waowdeals Pro Cycling),
with Lisa Klein (Canyon-SRAM) taking second.

Did you know that…
Domenico Pozzovivo, who
actually riding the Tour de
France with Team Bahrain, is
another young rider launched
by Ernesto Colnago with the
team Colnago-Csf.
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